and if {r"} is any sequence of positive integers, the matrix A{r"} = (a"k(r")), which has as its nth row the nth row of A(r"), is said to be compounded from the sequence {A(rn)} or to be a compounded matrix.
The results set out in the following theorem concern some properties of compounded matrices. (ii) If A(r)e0> and A(r + 1) (A^))'1 e& (r = l,2,---), if {/"} and {r'"} are sequences of positive integers such that A{r"] and A{r'"} are regular and if r'" ^ r"for all sufficiently large values of n thenO A{r'"} Ç A{r"}.
(iii) If A(r)e0> and A(r) (A(r + 1))_1 e0> (r = 1,2,-), if \rn} and {r'"} are sequences of positive integers such that A{rn} and A{r'n} are regular and if r'" ^ r"for all sufficiently large values of n then A{r'"} Ç A{r"}.
Of these results (i)(2) and (ii) are due to Agnew ([1], Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 and the remarks in §5 ; cf. also the references given there) and (iii) may be obtained by making simple changes in the arguments used to prove (ii). and so ^{r"} is regular. On the other hand if s" -> sC(l) then (n 4-1)~l E" = 0s» -* s and [5, p. 101] s" -s = oin). It follows that n~1s" = oCl) and hence that t'" -> s as n -> co. Consequently C(a) cz /l{r"} for 0 < a < 1.
In this example the condition A{r + 1) L4(r))-1 e^3 is not fulfilled, but, as we shall see below (Theorem 4), even if it is there may still be a regular compounded matrix A{r") such that B ezz A{r"}.
Throughout the rest of this note we consider matrices compounded from Cesaro matrices. We write(3)
£"(a) =--}-so that, for a > -1, C(a), the Cesaro matrix of order a, is the lower triangular matrix (a"t) where a"k = 8"_ft(a -l)/e"(a). If a" > -1 (n = 0,1, •••) then C{a") denotes the lower triangular compounded matrix (bnf.) where bnf. = 8"_,.(oi" -l)/s"(a"). It is well known and easily verified that if a" = 0 (n = 0,1,-) then C{a"} is regular if and only if a" = oin) as n -> co.
Agnew [1, Theorem 6 .1] has studied the relation between C{a"} (a"f-» co) and Abel's method. Here we suppose that {oc"} is a monotone sequence converging to a real number a and consider inclusion relations of the form C{a"} ezz C(a). We show (for example) that if {a"} increases to a sufficiently rapidly then C{a"] = C(a), and that otherwise C{a") ezz Cía). In this latter case we show that for a certain class of sequences {a"} the "gap" between C{a"} and C(a) may be filled by certain well-known Nörlund matrices.
In addition to the matrices Cía) and {Ca"} defined above we require the lower triangular matrices C(a,y) and Ci{a"},y) whose (n,k)th elements are given, for (3) Certain identities involving the binomial coefficients e" (a) which we use freely can be found in [7, p. 77] . [September 0 = k = n by eB_k(a -l)sk(y)/en(cc + y) and en_k(a" -l)ek(y)/sB{txa + y) respectively.
2. In this section we prove the following two theorems. Theorem 1. 7/{aB} is a nondecreasing sequence converging to a real number a ( > 0) then (i) C{a"} £ C(a), (ii) C{a"} = C(a) if and only if {(a. -a") logn} is bounded.
Theorem 2. 7/{a"} isa nonincreasing sequence converging to a real number
We require two lemmas. Since the sequence {mk} is nonincreasing there is an integer p such that mp+ ] = mp = p (say) and in this case we have OS P S ni and 2 e"_v(a" -l)sv S £"(<*" -l)(e"(a» -1)) 'S ^-»(a, -IK v = 0 which is the required result.
We also note that (2.1)
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) We have to show that s" -> sC{a"} implies s" -> sC(a), and since both C{a"} and Cía) are regular matrices it is sufficient to obtain the result when s = 0. It is also clear, from Theorem A(ii) that we may suppose a" # a (n = 0,1,»»»). Consequently from (2.1) it is sufficient to show that t"-*0 To prove (ii) it is sufficient, in view of (2.1), to show that the matrix C({a" -a}, a) is regular if and only if (a -oc")logn = 0(1). Now 2"=0£n-v(an ~ a -l)ev(a) = sB(a") and it is easily verified, using Lemma 1, that e"_v(an -a -l)ev and it is easily verified that, since {(1 -ß")/n} decreases, {(n -p)/(ß" 4-n -p -1)} is a decreasing sequence foryn ^ k and p = 0,1, •■•, fc -1. Moreover, since {/?"} decreases, {£"(/?" -1 )(£"(«")) _1} decreases. Consequently, for each fixed k, {s"-k(ßn -l)(£"(oc"))-1} decreases for n ^ fc and so sup £n-k(ßn -1) h 0) (e»(a»)r ' = e*(a) («»(a*))-' ■ n^k Thus, in the special case being considered, if s" = o(l)C({ß"}, a), then skËk(a) (et(aA))_1 = o(l), i.e., by Lemma 1, st = o(kßk). In particular, if a" = a + 7C/log n for some positive 7C and all sufficiently large n, then s" = o(l)C ({/?"}, a) implies s" = o(l), i.e., that C({ß"},oi) is equivalent to convergence. Now if (a" -a) log n = 0(1) we have <x" ^ a + K/log n for some positive K and all sufficiently large n. It follows from Theorem A (iii) that C({aB -a}, a) is equivalent to convergence and in view of (2.1) this proves (ii).
To obtain (iii) we note that C({a" -a},a) is regular and that, since we may assume without loss of generality that <x" -<x < 1, £"_v(a" -a -l)ev(a) increases with v for 0 ^ v rg n so that, writing C({<x" -a}, a) = (aBV) we have (1-x)-*-1 (l0S(1"X))* = lr"ih,k)x" i\x\<l).
It is known that [7, p. 193 We require some further lemmas.
Lemma 3 (5) . Suppose that 0 < p" S K in = 0, l,--), where K is independent of n, and that the sequence {q"} is defined by <IoPo = h ?»Po4-»7n-iFi + "-+ »7oFn = 0 (»-1,2,-).
Suppose further that there is an integer N ( -0) such that
Then for any sequence {sv} (3.6) where H is independent ofn 2 qv = 0, v = N. = o ( z tfMßJ)-l + t"is"iß"-l))-%)
It follows that = 0(1).
Z |ps-ps+i| = o(i).
Using this and (3.11) we obtain (3.10). To obtain the inclusion reverse to (3. where ts = esiß" -l)/p ■ The required result now follows by arguments similar to those used above. A counterpart to Theorem 3 is :
Theorem 4. 7/ a>0 and a -a" = fcloglogn/logn for sufficiently large values ofn, where k^O, then L(fc) C{a") = Cía).
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3 and we omit the details. We remark in conclusion that the form of Theorem 3 and 4 suggests that if we write ß" = | a -a" \ and 77 for the Nörlund method generated by the sequence {(n 4-l)ßn+t-nß") then C{a") = 77C(a) or 77C{a"} = C(a) according as {<xj is decreasing or increasing.
